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About This Game

Maiden, born on the field of bloody battle, beautiful and cruel waiting for you, oh hero. You have a unique chance - to feel
yourself in the place of the heroes Helga and Volund, and to get to know these woman warriors closer, those who are allowed to

decide who to live and who to die.

The game is a classic puzzle. You have to go through all ten stages, as well as three levels of difficulty, in which pleasant
surprises await you ;-)

- Puzzle Game

- Artworks

- Nice music

- Steam achievements

Keyboard H: Complete Level
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Title: Nyasha Valkyrie
Genre: Casual, Indie
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Zloy Krot Studio
Publisher:
IR Studio
Release Date: 19 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 7 32-bit

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD processor, 2 GHz or faster

Memory: 2 MB RAM

Graphics: 1 Gb

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space
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nyasha valkyrie

This should be in an independent alpha-- not on Steam yet. This is too early for the early access program, in my opinion. There's
almost 0 functionality at this point; I really feel it's going to be detrimental to the 'game' overall to have it get all the negative
buzz it's going to get during early access in this state.. Anicon: Cat\u2019s Path is a fun little otome game about Clena and her
adventures with a family of boys who are cursed to turn into animals. In this path, the story is focused on the cat, Kad.
He\u2019s a super shy cat who transforms into his human form quickly due to feeling embarrassed by Clena\u2019s actions.

I\u2019ve been waiting for the release of this game for a while now. I\u2019ve been looking forward to Zeiva\u2019s Dragon
Essence for years now, but this game was announced and I thought it sounded like something I\u2019d love to play in the
meantime. When I first heard about, I thought it sounded cute and fun. And that is what this is. A cute, fun, lighthearted game.
It doesn\u2019t have a deep story or anything of the sort. Clena has one mission set by a character and the rest of the story is
just moments that happened throughout the year. It felt very episodic in that way. Still, it was funny and an enjoyable read. The
artwork was gorgeous as well.

I\u2019ve been playing Zeiva\u2019s games for years now since they released their older flash games on deviantart and
I\u2019ve always thought they were enjoyable and quirky. This one\u2019s no exception. I do, however, have a
recommendation for them\u2014switch the engine from flash. Flash is kind of a dying breed nowadays and it\u2019s not very
secure. I recommend switching to a VN engine like Renpy or Tyrano Builder or if they don\u2019t want to go for those,
HTML5 is a choice. It\u2019ll also make implementing Steam features more easily, since the game doesn\u2019t have Steam
overlay which sucks because I would have loved to share some funny screenshots I took of my favorite character\u2014the snail.
It would have been nice to have the in-game achievements implemented onto steam as well. It\u2019s those extra things that
make everything even nicer. I also would have liked the game to have a widescreen option. I couldn\u2019t play it on full screen
on my PC. When I tried, the screen would go completely black. It never showed up properly, so I had to play it windowed the
entire time.

Leaving those things aside, I do recommend the game. I think it\u2019s cute, fun and perfect to play when you want a shorter
game that doesn\u2019t get exhausting. I\u2019m looking forward to more paths, and I would really love a snail path!
. An interesting experience with soom really good voice acting from Abe, well worth the time.. It's a decent indie horror game
for it's price. But it's fairly short and is just a nice little time killer. Reccomended to purchase if on sale.. A strange game to play
with headphones. It looks more like an experimental work than a game you should pay money for. The single objective of the
game is to collect 10 blue balls using your ears (when you come near a ball, you will ear a rising sound, and you orient yourself
depending on what you ear in your left or right ear). The concept idea is interesting but could be developed in something more
than what is offered here. After finding 5 balls, you have seen all of what the game has to offer. For a walking simulator, I was
hoping for more variety and things to discover, but it is mostly just rocks and trees everywhere.
I also did not really get the ending. I was not sure if it was a joke, or if the game was seriously expecting the player to pay
attention to different shades of blue.

In all, it is an interesting idea for a game, but it could be more developed.
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This game is the start of a perfect game that I would love. The idea, the mechanics, and the story are great. I only wish there was
more to come. Sadly, the developers split ways. Here's hope the only developer left will release new, or addons to the game.
Wonderful game, and I will be watching this company.. Belka did nothing wrong. Bought this just to donate some more money
to Edmund.

 10\/10 -Would listen again. . I felt like I was the starring role in a movie. It was so much fun. Making choices that
matter, difficult decisions, and how it follows up magnificently from the previous parts of the trilogy.

All 3 of them are well worth enjoying and this one is the summit of their storytelling and masterful working of
emotion, feeling and expression.

To anyone who enjoys stories and superheroics, I can't recommend this or its predecessors highly enough.. This gotta
be the most boring game I have played this year, like what the hell dude? No papa bless, no good job.

Also add cards to this garbage.. Is the game perfect? No. Are there bugs? Yes.

But, is the game still enjoyable?? Hell yes. Bugs/issues aside, the game is the amazing and a lot of fun (granted it
probably requires you to be at least somewhat a cycling fan. I've been playing the game for about 10 years now and
while there are always issues, it's still a gem of a game. If you can find the game somewhere for a cheaper deal, don't
hesitate picking it up.

Also, do make sure to get the PCMdaily database packs as they sure add a lot to realism.. I do not recommend the game
!!!
They tried to put an element of horror, but it did not happen, at least I think so. In the middle of the game there is a
part where I wanted to delete it.Generally if you have extra money that you do not know what to do and you think to
buy the game you better get something to eat;)

Hentai DLC is now available!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1071210/Hentai_DLC_for_Nyasha_Valkyrie/. Artbook 18+ is now available!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1080510/Nyasha_Valkyrie__Artbook_18/?beta=1
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